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On Performance of a SWIPT Enabled FD CRN with
HIs and Imperfect SIC over α− µ Fading Channel

Deepak Kumar1, Praveen Kumar Singya2, Ondrej Krejcar3, and Vimal Bhatia4, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper investigates the performance of overlay
full-duplex cooperative cognitive radio network in the presence
of imperfect self interference cancellation over generalized α−µ
fading channels effected by nonlinearity of the propagation
medium. In practice, physical transceivers create distortion which
degrades the performance, hence, the impact of transceiver hard-
ware impairments (HIs) is considered. To overcome the energy
constraint problem, a hybrid simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer receiver is adopted that includes both the time
switching and the power splitting protocols. To improve reliability
of the communication link, we employ a hybrid relaying protocol
that combines both the decode-and-forward and amplify-and-
forward relaying protocols. The closed-form expressions of outage
probability and asymptotic outage probability are derived for
both the primary and the secondary networks over α−µ fading
channels. The diversity order, throughput, and energy efficiency
of the considered network are derived. Optimal values of time
switching factor is obtained for which the considered network
exhibits optimum outage probability, maximum throughput and
energy efficiency. Further, optimal value of power splitting
factor is obtained for which the considered network shows
maximum throughput and energy efficiency. Finally, the Monte-
Carlo simulations validate correctness of the derived closed-form
expressions.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio (CR) network, overlay spectrum
sharing protocol, full-duplex (FD), time switching protocol, power
splitting protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum scarcity is one of the major challenge for the
deployment of 5G and beyond networks due to the exponential
growth of wireless devices. Consequently, cognitive radio (CR)
has attracted continuous attention from both the industry and
academia, and has become a research and development hotspot
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because of its prominent role in resolving spectrum scarcity
problem and thereby boosting the spectral efficiency [1]. To
access the underutilized licensed spectrum band, CR (i.e.
unlicensed user or secondary user (SU)) can use a dynamic
spectrum access paradigm, namely underlay, interweave, and
overlay [2]. In this work, we have adopted an overlay spectrum
sharing paradigm for information transmission (IT). Further,
the CR network with cooperative relaying can increase the
network coverage area. The amplify-and-forward (AF) and
decode-and-forward (DF) relaying protocols are the two most
commonly used for cooperative relaying. In AF relaying,
the received signal is amplified by a gain factor and then
transmitted to the destination node, whereas the received signal
is first decoded after that re-encoded by using a bit-wise XOR
operation and then transmitted to the destination node in the
DF relaying [3].

Power efficiency is another major concern for the de-
ployment of the next generation evergreen self-sustainable
wireless networks. Wireless nodes are battery operated which
leads to the exhaustion of their batteries due to cooperative
transmission. To overcome the energy constraint problem,
energy harvesting (EH), particularly simultaneous wireless
energy and power transfer (SWIPT) is an emerging technology
that facilitates simultaneous EH and IT [4]. To install SWIPT
at energy constrained node, particularly time switching and
power splitting based receiver architectures are used [5], [6].
The received radio-frequency (RF) signal switches periodically
between the EH and IT phases in time switching, whereas the
received power is splitted between the EH and IT phases in
power splitting. To overcome both the spectrum scarcity and
energy constraint problems, CR network with EH capability
is adopted in this work that improves both the spectral and
energy efficiency.

Further, the full-duplex (FD) mode of transmission has
attracted significant attraction for the deployment of 5G and
beyond wireless networks due to its transmission and recep-
tion capability at the same time over the same frequency
band which doubles the spectral efficiency [7]. Although,
the FD mode improves the spectral efficiency, it also af-
fects the performance of the system due to imperfect self-
interference cancellation (SIC) [8]. In practice, the assumption
of ideal hardware seems idealistic due to the impairments
like in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) imbalances, phase noise, etc.
[9]. Hence, an FD mode of operation with imperfect SIC and
transceiver hardware impairments is considered in this work
for a practical communication system.
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A. Related Works

In the literature [10]–[26], CR networks with EH capability
have been studied. In [10], a novel approach of cooperative
spectrum sharing with EH capability is proposed for CR
network. The authors have adopted the power splitting based
SWIPT receiver and overlay spectrum sharing paradigm for
EH and spectrum sharing, respectively, and derived the closed-
form expression of outage probability for both the primary
and secondary networks over Nakagami-m fading channels. In
[11], the performance of a power splitting based CR network
is investigated over Rayleigh faded channels. The authors
have addressed the power optimization problem for both the
primary and the secondary signals to achieve optimum outage
performance. Yang et. al. [12] investigated the performance
of a SWIPT enabled CR network under an underlay spectrum
sharing paradigm. In [13], an opportunistic relaying with
dynamic EH CR network is studied, where a secondary
transmitter acts as a relay node for primary transmission and
secondary receiver can harness energy from the received RF
signal. In [14], an energy assisted DF relaying protocol is
considered for a SWIPT enabled cooperative CR network.
The authors have compared the proposed protocol with the
conventional DF and AF relaying protocols in terms of outage
probability and throughput. In [15], the performance of a
time switching based DF CR network is investigated in the
presence of interference from primary transmitters. In [16],
the comparative performance analysis between time splitting
and power sharing overlay spectrum sharing paradigm are
investigated which concludes the superiority of power sharing
over time splitting. In [17], an improved time switching
based receiver for simultaneous EH and IT is proposed which
can harness the energy from the received RF signal till the
node is sufficiently charged. The authors have shown that the
proposed time switching receiver outperforms the conventional
time switching receiver (which harnesses the energy for a
limited duration) in terms of throughput. In [18], the outage
performance of a power splitting based DF cooperative CR
network is investigated for bidirectional information exchange
between the primary users (PUs). In [19], an underlay coop-
erative CR network with multiple relay nodes is studied for
different relay selection schemes. In [20], an optimal value
of the time switching factor is obtained between EH and IT
to achieve the maximum throughput for a SWIPT enabled
CR network. In [21], the impact of transceiver hardware
impairments is presented for a power splitting based DF CR
sensor network. The authors have derived the closed-form
expressions of outage probability for both the primary and
secondary networks over Nakagami-m fading channels. In
[22], an overview of the robust design of power control in CR
network is studied to maximize the benefits of SUs. In [23],
a neural network based relay selection strategy is proposed
for a SWIPT enabled two-way CR network. In [24], the
secrecy outage probability of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
assisted CR network with EH capability is investigated. In
[25], bidirectional information exchange between the primary
and secondary users with a hybrid SWIPT receiver architecture
that combines both the conventional time switching and power

splitting receiver is presented. The authors have performed
particle swarm optimization to find the optimal values of
the time switching and power splitting factors for optimum
performance. In [26], a power control algorithm for EH
based CR network is proposed, where a UAV is employed
with DF relay for cooperative communication. In [27], two
SWIPT cooperative spectrum sharing methods are studied for a
cognitive internet-of-things (IoT) network to improve both the
spectrum and energy efficiency. In [28], the performance of an
underlay CR sensor network is investigated in terms of secrecy
outage probability over α − µ fading channels. In [29], the
performance of an overlay cognitive non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) network with imperfect SIC is investigated.
The authors have derived the closed-form expression of outage
probability, asymptotic outage probability, and throughput over
Rayleigh fading channels. In [30], the performance of a
reconfigurable intelligent surface aided heterogeneous network
with HIs is investigated in terms of OP and energy efficiency.

Further, CR network with FD mode of operation is in-
vestigated in the literature [31]–[37]. In [31], an optimal
power allocation strategy at the SU is proposed to minimize
the outage probability of a cognitive FD relay network. In
[32], the performance of a DF relay based FD underlay
CR network with imperfect SIC is investigated. The authors
have derived the closed-form expression of outage probability
over Nakagami-m fading channels. In [33], an FD cooper-
ative CR network with energy access points that provides
wireless charge to SU for transmission is studied. In [34],
the performance of an FD relay selection underlay cognitive
network with residual self-interference (RSI) is investigated
over Nakagami-m fading channels. Ali et. al. [35] studied
a relay selection policy for an FD underlay cooperative CR
network. In [36], bit-error-rate (BER) analysis of FD overlay
CR network with non-linear EH model is investigated over
Rayleigh fading channels. The authors have obtained an op-
timal value of distance between the primary and secondary
users to achieve an optimum BER. In [37], a novel NOMA-
assisted cooperative overlay spectrum sharing network with
EH capability in FD mode is presented. The authors have
derived the closed-form expression of outage probability and
throughput for both the primary and secondary networks over
Rayleigh fading channels. In [38], a comprehensive survey on
the different resource allocation algorithms in a heterogeneous
network is studied for 5G communication systems.

B. Motivation and Contribution

Incorporating CR technology with the EH capability, specif-
ically SWIPT, leads to one step forward towards the goal of
a green communication system which can play an important
role in resolving the spectrum scarcity and energy constraint
problems in the 5G and beyond wireless networks. Further,
FD is an emerging technology that has the potential to double

Notations : The probability, lower incomplete gamma function, upper
incomplete gamma function, and complete gamma function are represented as
Pr[·], Υ(·, ·), Γ(·, ·), and Γ(·), respectively. E{·} denotes statistical expectation
operator and Ka(·) represents the ath order modified Bessel function of second
kind [39, (8.432)]. The term ni ∼ CN (0, σ2

i ) denotes additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2

i .
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spectral efficiency. Furthermore, cooperative relaying is a key
technology that increases the coverage area of the wireless
network. Motivated by the above discussed literature, in this
work, we consider a SWIPT enabled FD cooperative CR
network to overcome spectrum scarcity while improving both
the spectral and energy efficiency. It consists of a pair of PUs
(PUa and PUb) and SUs (SUc and SUd) and constitutes a
primary and secondary network, respectively. A direct link
between the PUs is also considered. For enabling SWIPT, a
hybrid receiver is adopted at the energy constraint node SUc

to exploit the advantage of both the time switching and power
splitting receivers. A power outage case is considered which
depicts that the amount of harvested energy at SUc is either
sufficient for transmission or not. For cooperative relaying,
a hybrid relaying protocol is proposed that incorporates both
the conventional DF and AF relaying protocols in an adaptive
manner. The impact of RSI is also considered due to imperfect
SIC in FD mode of operation. The impact of transceiver hard-
ware impairments is also considered. Further, a generalized
α−µ fading model is adopted that explores nonlinearity of the
propagation medium and also includes Rayleigh, Nakagami-
m, negative Exponential, one-sided Gaussian, and Weibull
fading models as its special cases. As per authors’ knowledge,
none of the existing works have investigated the performance
of a SWIPT-enabled CR network with hardware impairments
and imperfect SIC under hybrid receiver and hybrid relaying
protocol over α−µ fading channels. The key contributions of
this work are summarized as follows:

• The closed-form expression of outage probability for
the primary network (PN) is derived over α − µ fading
channels by using the selection combining (SC) scheme
at the destination node. The closed-form expression of
power outage probability is also derived by consider-
ing the EH circuit activation threshold. The impact of
transceiver hardware impairments, fading parameters α
and µ, threshold data-rate, power splitting factor, energy
conversion efficiency, and other system parameters are
highlighted. Further, an optimal value of the time switch-
ing factor is observed for which PN exhibits optimum
outage performance.

• The closed-form expression of outage probability for the
secondary network (SN) is derived over α − µ fading
channels. An optimal value of the time switching factor
is obtained for which SN shows optimum outage perfor-
mance. Further, the impact of other system parameters
are presented.

• By using the high SNR approximation, the closed-form
expression of the asymptotic outage probability is derived
for both the primary and secondary networks. The diver-
sity order of both the primary and secondary networks
are obtained.

• For the considered network, throughput and energy effi-
ciency are determined and important insights are high-
lighted for the design of an energy-efficient wireless
network. An optimal value of the power splitting factor
is obtained for which maximum throughput and energy
efficiency are obtained. Further, an optimal value of the

PUa
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SUd

EH Phase             
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EH Phase (PS)

IT Phase

PUa SUc
PUa

PUb

SUc

SUd
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Fig. 1: (a) Cooperative CRN, (b) Frame structure of one
transmission block for hybrid protocol.

time switching factor is obtained for which maximum
throughput and energy efficiency are achieved.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the considered system model, signal model for hardware im-
pairments and imperfect SIC, EH Phase, IT Phase, and hybrid
relaying protocol. In Section III, performance matrices like
outage probability and asymptotic outage probability of PN
and SN, throughput, and energy efficiency of the considered
network are derived. Numerical and simulation results are
shown in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section
V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this Section, we describe the considered system model,
signal model with hardware impairments and imperfect SIC,
EH Phase, IT Phase, and hybrid relaying protocol. The in-
stantaneous signal-to-interference-plus-noise distortion ratios
(SINDR) for both the primary and secondary networks are
obtained.

A. System Description

As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), we consider a cooperative CR
network which consists of a pair of PUs (PUa and PUb) and
SUs (SUc and SUd) in presence of a direct link between the
PUs. The energy constrained node SUc provides cooperative
relaying for PU transmission. SUc also utilizes the dedicated
licensed spectrum band by employing an overlay spectrum
sharing paradigm to transmit its own information, which is
dedicated for SUd and constitutes an SN. PUa establishes
communication link with PUb via relay and direct links and
constitutes a PN. The PUa, PUb, and SUd are equipped with
single antenna device as shown in Fig. 1(a), where Tx and
Rx denote the transmitting and receiving antennas, respec-
tively. SUc is equipped with two antenna devices (one for
transmission and other for reception) to support the FD mode.
We consider the impact of self-interference (SI) at SUc which
occurs due to the imperfect SIC as depicted in Fig. 1(a). For
simultaneous EH and IT, we consider a hybrid receiver based
SWIPT model at SUc that combines the advantage of both
the time switching and power splitting receiver architectures.
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The frame structure of the hybrid receiver for one transmission
block duration T is shown in Fig. 1(b). In hybrid receiver, SUc

first applies time switching for simultaneous EH and IT in
δ : (1− δ) proportion, respectively, where 0 < δ < 1 denotes
time switching factor. After that, SUc uses power splitting
which splits the received power in ϵ : (1 − ϵ) proportion for
EH and IT at the same time, where 0 < ϵ < 1 denotes
power splitting factor. In the IT Phase, PUa transmits its
information signal to PUb, SUc, and SUd. A hybrid relaying
protocol is adopted at SUc node for information processing
which incorporates the advantage of both the DF and AF
relaying protocols in adaptive manner. In the hybrid relaying
protocol, DF relaying protocol is adopted when the received
information signal SUc is decoded successfully otherwise AF
relaying protocol is used. Meanwhile, SUc adds its own signal
with the PUs’ signal by utilizing the overlay spectrum sharing
paradigm and broadcasts the combined signal by utilizing the
harvested energy at the same instant. However, we consider
power outage at the node SUc in which SUc participates in
cooperation only if the amount of harvested energy is greater
than a predefined threshold energy. Further, a SC scheme is
used at the PUb to utilize both the direct and the relay links
signals.

We consider that the links are quasi-static i.e., remain
constant for one transmission block duration T (EH and IT
Phases). The channel coefficients of the links PUa → PUb,
PUa → SUc, PUa → SUd, SUc → PUb, and SUc → SUd

are denoted as hab, hac, had, hcb, and hcd, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Moreover, hab, hac, had, hcb, and hcd are
modeled with independent and identically distributed α − µ
fading, where α and µ denote the nonlinearity and clustering
parameters. The α − µ is a generalized fading model and
various multipath fading models can be seen as its special
cases, such as; negative exponential (α = 1, µ = 1), Rayleigh
(α = 2, µ = 1), one-sided Gaussian (α = 2, µ = 1/2),
Nakagami-m (α = 2, µ = m), and Weibull (µ = 1) [40]. The
probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of α− µ fading channel are given as [41]

f|hij |2(x) =
αijµ

µij

ij x
αijµij

2 −1

2Γ(µij) (Ωij)
αijµij

2

e
−µij

(
x

Ωij

)αij
2

, (1)

and

F|hij |2(x) =
1

Γ(µij)
Υ

µij , µij

(
x

Ωij

)αij
2

 , (2)

respectively, with i, j ∈ {a, b, c, d}, i ̸= j. The term
αab, αac, αad, αcb, and αcd and µab, µac, µad, µcb, and µcd

denote the nonlinearity and clustering parameters of the links
PUa → PUb, PUa → SUc, PUa → SUd, SUc → PUb, and
SUc → SUd, respectively.

B. Signal Model with HIs and Imperfect SIC

In practice, the hardware used in wireless nodes may expe-
rience various kinds of impairments like in-phase/quadrature
(I/Q) imbalances, phase noise, etc [9]. Let, the node i transmit

unit energy symbol xi over the channel hij , then the signal
received at the node j at the time instant t be expressed as [9]

yij(t) =
√
Pihij (xi(t) + ηi(t)) + ηj(t) + nj(t), (3)

where Pi denotes the transmit power, ηi ∼ CN (0, ϕ2i ) and
ηj ∼ CN (0, Pi|hij |2ϕ2j ) denote the distortion noises due to
hardware impairments in the transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively, and nj ∼ CN (0, σ2

j ) denotes the AWGN associated
with the i→ j link. The design parameter ϕi ≥ 0 and ϕj ≥ 0
characterize the hardware impairments level in the transmitter
and the receiver, respectively, and can be interpreted as error
vector magnitudes1. The aggregate distortion noise power at
the receiver for the given channel hij can be expressed as

E
{
|Pihijηi + ηj |2

}
= Pi|hij |2

(
ϕ2i + ϕ2j

)
. (4)

The aggregate level of hardware impairments without specify-
ing the exact contribution from the transmitter and the receiver
can be given as

yij(t) =
√
Pihij (xi(t) + ηij(t)) + nj(t), (5)

where ηij ∼ CN (0, ϕ2) denotes the distortion noise due
to transceiver hardware impairments, such that the hardware
impairments level is ϕ =

√
ϕ2i + ϕ2j .

Further, we consider FD mode of operation at SUc. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the signal received at SUc at the tth instant
can given as

yc(t) =
√
Pahac (xa(t) + ηac(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Signal from PUa and its HIs

+
√
Pchcc (xc(t) + ηcc(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸

SI and its HIs

+nc(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
AWGN

, (6)

where Pc denotes transmit power at SUc and nc ∼ CN (0, σ2
c )

denotes the AWGN. The SUc applies SIC techniques (digital
and analog domain) to remove the SI. However, because
of hardware impairments, SI can not be removed perfectly
and the considered network suffers from RSI. The RSI can
be mathematically modeled as Ic ∼ CN (0, ρ2Pc), where
ρ denotes the SIC capability [42], [43]. Hence, (6) can be
expressed as

yc(t) =
√
Pahac (xa(t) + ηac(t)) + Ic(t) + nc(t). (7)

C. Energy Harvesting Phase

The energy constraint node SUc harvests energy by utilizing
the received RF signal from PUa. The considered network
requires low-power for their operation and it is noted that when
the received power is low, the non-linear EH model can be
approximated as a linear EH model [44]. The received RF
power at SUc node is low due to the heavy path loss, hence
we have adopted a linear EH model. We consider an hybrid
receiver at SUc that incorporates both the time switching and
power splitting receivers for simultaneous EH and IT Phases.

1The error vector magnitude can be defined as the ratio of the average dis-
tortion and signal magnitudes, and measures the quality of an RF transceiver.
It can measure the joint impact of different HIs and can be used directly in
practice.
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As shown in Fig. 1(b), SUc first employs time switching based
receiver which divides the EH and IT Phases in δ : (1 − δ)
proportion. Hence, the amount of harvested energy during time
switching can be expressed as [45]

ETS
h = δηT

(
Pa|hac|2 + ρ2Pc

)
, (8)

where η denotes the efficiency of the EH circuit. Further, SUc

employs power splitting which splits the received power in
ϵ : (1−ϵ) proportion for simultaneous EH and IT Phases. The
harvested energy after the power splitting is given as [46]

EPS
h = (1− δ) ηϵT

(
Pa|hac|2 + ρ2Pc

)
. (9)

Therefore, the total amount of harvested energy during one
transmission block T can be given as

Eh = ETS
h + EPS

h

= ηT (δ + (1− δ) ϵ)
(
Pa|hac|2 + ρ2Pc

)
. (10)

The transmit power at SUc during the IT Phase is given as

Pc =
Eh

(1− δ)T
= βPa|hac|2, (11)

where β = η(δ+(1−δ)ϵ)
1−δ−ηρ2(δ+ϵ−δϵ)

. Further, we consider that the
node SUc remains active if the harvested energy is greater
than or equal to a fixed predefined activation threshold ∆th,
otherwise SUc falls under power outage [15]. In general, ∆th
depends on the frequency of the received signal and the type
(non-linear/linear) of the EH circuitry. The power outage for
the considered network can be characterized by power outage
probability which is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: The power outage probability of the considered
network can be given as

Pe
out = Pr [Pc < ∆th] = Pr

[
|hac|2 <

∆th

βPa

]
= F|hac|2

(
∆th

βPa

)
=

1

Γ(µac)
Υ

(
µac, µac

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αac
2

)
. (12)

D. Information Transmission Phase

In the IT Phase, let PUa transmit unit energy symbol xa,
then the signal received at the nodes PUb, SUc, and SUd at
the tth time instant can be given as

yab(t) =
√
Pahab (xa(t) + ηab(t)) + nb(t), (13)

yac(t) =
√
(1− ϵ)Pahac (xa(t) + ηac(t)) +

√
(1− ϵ)Ic(t)

+ nc(t), (14)

and

yad(t) =
√
Pahad (xa(t) + ηad(t)) + nd(t), (15)

respectively, where nb ∼ CN (0, σ2
b ), nc ∼ CN (0, σ2

c ), and
nd ∼ CN (0, σ2

d) denote the AWGNs at PUb, SUc, and SUd,
respectively, and ηab ∼ CN (0, ϕ2), ηac ∼ CN (0, ϕ2), and
ηad ∼ CN (0, ϕ2) are the distortion noises at PUb, SUc, and
SUd, respectively. The instantaneous SINDRs corresponding
to (13), (14), and (15) are given as Λab = ζab|hab|2

ζabϕ2|hab|2+1
,

Λac = ζac|hac|2
ζacC1|hac|2+C2

, and Λad = ζad|had|2
ζadϕ2|had|2+1

, respec-
tively, where ζab = Pa

σ2
b

, ζac = Pa
σ2
c

, ζad = Pa

σ2
d

, C1 = ϕ2+βρ2,

and C2 = 1
(1−ϵ) . Now, SUc adopt hybrid relaying protocol for

information processing.

E. Hybrid Relaying Protocol

In the hybrid relaying protocol, SUc adopt one of the DF
or AF relaying protocols based on the decoding probability of
the received signal xa from PUa in the IT Phase. In particular,
if SUc is able to decode the received signal xa then DF
relaying protocol is used. On the other hand, when SUc is
unable to decode xa then the AF relaying protocol is utilized.
Meanwhile, SUc also combines its own signal xc in both the
DF and AF cases by utilizing an overlay spectrum sharing
paradigm before broadcasting.

1) Decode-and-Forward Relaying Protocol: SUc performs
DF operation when the received signal xa from PUa is
decoded successfully. In the DF operation, SUc executes a bit-
wise XOR operation to get the encoded symbol. In addition,
SUc combines its own symbol xc which is dedicated for SUd.
The signal received at PUb and SUd can be expressed as

yDF
cb (t) = hcb

(√
θPcxa(t− t′) +

√
(1− θ)Pcxc(t)

+ ηcb(t)
)
+ nb(t), (16)

and

yDF
cd (t) = hcd

(√
θPcxa(t− t′) +

√
(1− θ)Pcxc(t)

+ ηcd(t)
)
+ nc(t), (17)

respectively, where ηcb ∼ CN (0, Pcϕ
2) and ηcd ∼

CN (0, Pcϕ
2) are the distortion noises, t′ denotes processing

delay, and θ denotes power splitting ratio for overlay spectrum
sharing paradigm which divides the harvested power between
primary and secondary signals. By utilizing (16), the instan-
taneous SINDR at PUb can be expressed as

ΛDF
cb =

ζab|hac|2|hcb|2

ζabC3|hac|2|hcb|2 + C4
, (18)

where C3 = 1−θ+ϕ2

θ and C4 = 1
θβ . SUd receives PUa signal

via relay and direct links which is undesired. Since, the node
SUd has the knowledge about PU signal which is received via
direct link. Hence, SUd can cancel the primary interference
due to the knowledge about PUa signal [10], [21]. After
canceling the primary interference from (17), the instantaneous
SINDR at SUd can be expressed as

ΛDF
cd =

ζad|hac|2|hcd|2

ζadC8|hac|2|hcd|2 + C9
, (19)

where C8 = ϕ2

(1−θ) and C9 = 1
β(1−θ) .

2) Amplify-and-Forward Relaying Protocol: The AF op-
eration is employed at the node SUc when it is not able
to decode the primary signal xa successfully. In the AF
operation, the PU signal xa is multiplied by a gain factor
G and then broadcasted the amplified signal. Meanwhile, SUc

also combines its own symbol xc by using an overlay spectrum
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sharing paradigm. Therefore, the signal received at PUb and
SUd can be respectively expressed as

yAF
cb (t) =

(√
θPc

G
yac(t− t′) +

√
(1− θ)Pcxc(t) + ηcb(t)

)
× hcb + nb(t), (20)

and

yAF
cd (t) =

(√
θPc

G
yac(t− t′) +

√
(1− θ)Pcxc(t) + ηcd(t)

)
× hcd + nd(t), (21)

where G = (1 − ϵ)(1 + ϕ2)Pa|hac|2 + (1 − ϵ)ρ2Pc + σ2
c .

By employing (14) in (20) and taking the approximation of
G ≈ (1− ϵ)(1+ϕ2)Pa|hac|2+(1− ϵ)ρ2Pc, the instantaneous
SINDR at PUb can be given as

ΛAF
cb =

ζab|hac|2|hcb|2

ζabC5|hac|2|hcb|2 + C6|hcb|2 + C7
, (22)

where C5 = ϕ2 + ρ2β + (1+ϕ2+ρ2β)(1−θ+ϕ2)
θ , C6 =

σ2
c

(1−ϵ)σ2
b

,

and C7 = 1+θ+ρ2β
θβ . Now invoking (14) in (21), taking the

approximation of G, and removing the primary interference
from (21), the instantaneous SINDR at SUd can be expressed
as

ΛAF
cd =

ζad|hac|2|hcd|2

ζadC10|hac|2|hcd|2 + C11|hcd|2 + C12
, (23)

where C10 = 1
(1−θ)

(
ϕ2 + θβρ2

1+θ+βρ2

)
, C11 =

θσ2
c

(1−ϵ)(1−θ)(1+ϕ2+βρ2)
, and C12 = 1

β(1−θ) .

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this Section, the closed-form expressions of outage
probability and asymptotic outage probability are derived
for both the primary and secondary networks over α − µ
fading channels. The diversity order of both the primary and
secondary networks are obtained by using asymptotic outage
probability expression. Further, the throughput and the energy
efficiency of the considered network are formulated.

A. Outage Probability of the Primary Network

For the considered hybrid relaying protocol based coopera-
tive CR network, an outage event takes place for the PN when
the instantaneous data rate received at the node PUb falls below
a pre-defined threshold rate rth. Thus, the outage probability
of the PN can be formulated as

PPN
out = Pe

outPr
[
RDL

ab < rth
]
+ (1− Pe

out)Pr [xa]Pr
[
RDF

sc,b < rth
]

+ (1− Pe
out) (1− Pr [xa])Pr

[
RAF

sc,b < rth
]
, (24)

where Pe
out denotes the power outage probability as given in

(12). Also, RDL
ab denotes the instantaneous data rate received

at PUb from PUa through the direct link and is given as
RDL

ab = (1 − δ)log2(1 + Λab). Further, Pr[xa] denotes the
decoding probability of symbol xa at SUc in the IT Phase.
Since SC scheme is employed at PUb to select the signal
corresponding to the maximum SINDR between the relayed

and direct links, the instantaneous data rate Rm
sc,b can be

given as Rm
sc,b = (1 − δ)log2(1 + max(Λm

cb,Λab)), where
m ∈ {DF, AF}. The first term in (24) depicts the case when
the harvested energy at SUc is not sufficient to activate the EH
circuitry because of the power outage. Consequently, SUc is
unable to broadcast. However, in this case, PUa can transfer
its information to PUb via direct link. The remaining terms in
(24) depict the cases when the EH circuitry at SUc is active,
i.e., SUc does not lies below power outage. For instance, the
second term depicts the case when the node SUc successfully
decodes the information symbol xa and DF relaying protocol
is used at the SUc. In this case, PUb adopts the SC scheme on
the received DF relayed and direct link signals. The last term
represents the case when the node SUc is unable to decode xa
and AF relaying technique is adopted at SUc for broadcasting.
For this case, PUb applies SC scheme on the received AF
relayed and direct link signals.

Now, we derive the various probabilities involved in (24)
to obtain the closed-form expression of outage probability for
the PN. First, the CDF FΛDL

ab

∆
= Pr

[
RDL

ab < rth
]

is given in the
following lemma.

Lemma 2: The CDF FΛDL
ab

can be expressed as

FΛDL
ab

=

{
ψDL
ab , for Λth <

1
ϕ2

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
ϕ2

(25)

where Λth = 2
rth
1−δ − 1 and the term ψDL

ab can be obtained as

ψDL
ab = Pr

[
ΛDL
ab < Λth

]
= Pr

[
|hab|2 <

Λth

ζab(1− ϕ2Λth)

]
=

1

Γ(µab)
Υ

(
µab, µab

(
Λth

ζabΩab(1− ϕ2Λth)

)αab
2

)
.

(26)

Next, the decoding probability of symbol xa (i.e. Pr[xa]) at
node SUc is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 3: The Pr[xa] can be expressed as

Pr
[
xa
]
= Pr

[
Λac ≥ Λth

]
=

{
ψac , for Λth <

1
C1

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C1

(27)

where ψac can be given as

ψac = Pr
[
|hac|2 ≥ C2Λth

ζac(1− C1Λth)

]
=

1

Γ(µac)
Γ

(
µac, µac

(
C2Λth

ζacΩac(1− C1Λth)

)αac
2

)
.

(28)

Further, the term PDF
sc,b can be defined as

PDF
sc,b = Pr

[
RDF

sc,b < rth
]

= Pr
[
max(ΛDF

cb ,Λ
DL
ab ) < Λth

]
= Pr

[
ΛDF
cb < Λth

]
Pr
[
ΛDL
ab < Λth

]
. (29)

The CDF FΛDF
cb

∆
= Pr

[
ΛDF
cb < Λth

]
is given in the following

lemma.
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Lemma 4: The CDF FΛDF
cb

can be expressed as

FΛDF
cb

=

{
ψDF
cb , for Λth <

1
C3

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C3

(30)

where ψDF
cb is given in (31) at the top of next page.

Proof : Please see Appendix A.
The last term PAF

sc,b can be defined as

PAF
sc,b = Pr

[
RAF

sc,b < rth
]

= Pr
[
max(ΛAF

cb ,Λ
DL
ab ) < Λth

]
= Pr

[
ΛAF
cb < Λth

]
Pr
[
ΛDL
ab < Λth

]
. (32)

The CDF FΛAF
cb

∆
= Pr

[
ΛAF
cb < Λth

]
is defined in the following

lemma.
Lemma 5: The CDF FΛAF

cb
can be expressed as

FΛAF
cb

=

{
ψAF
cb , for Λth <

1
C5

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C5

(33)

where ψAF
cb is given in (34) at the top of next page.

Proof : Please see Appendix B.
Finally, we can obtain the closed-form expression of outage
probability for the PN by substituting (12), (25), (27), (29),
and (32) in (24).

B. Outage Probability of the Secondary Network

For the considered network, outage event takes place for
the SN if the instantaneous data rate received at the node SUd

is below rth. It should be noted that the secondary network
communication is possible only if the node SUc does not
undergo power outage. Outage probability of the SN can be
formulated as

PSN
out = (1− Pe

out)Pr
[
xa
]
Pr
[
RDF

cd < rth
]

+ (1− Pe
out)(1− Pr

[
xa
]
)Pr
[
RAF

cd < rth
]
, (35)

where Rm
cd denotes the instantaneous data rate received at the

node SUd from SUc and is given as Rm
cd = (1 − δ)log2(1 +

Λm
cd). Both the terms present in (35) depict that the node SUc is

not under power outage. The first term present in (35) depicts
the case when the information symbol xa received at the node
SUc is decoded successfully and DF operation is adopted for
IT whereas the last term depicts the case when SUc is unable
to decode information symbol and AF operation is utilized for
IT.

The CDF FΛDF
cd

∆
= Pr

[
RDF

cd < rth
]

is given in the following
lemma.

Lemma 6: The CDF FΛDF
cd

can be expressed as

FΛDF
cd

=

{
ψDF
cd , for Λth <

1
C8

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C8

(36)

where ψDF
cd is given in (37) at the top of next page.

Proof : Please see Appendix C.
Further, the CDF FΛAF

cd

∆
= Pr

[
RAF

cd < rth
]

is given in the
following lemma.

Lemma 7: The CDF FΛAF
cd

can be expressed as

FΛAF
cd

=

{
ψAF
cd , for Λth <

1
C10

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C10

(38)

where ψAF
cd is given in (39) at the top of next page.

Proof : Please see Appendix D.
Finally, the closed-form expression of outage probability for
the SN can be obtained by substituting (12), (27), (36), and
(38) in (35).

C. Asymptotic Outage Probability of the Primary Network

The asymptotic outage probability is carried out to obtain
the diversity order of the considered network. The outage
probability is approximated at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
by using the lower incomplete gamma function approximation
Υ(c, z) ≈

z→0

zc

c [47]. The closed-form expression of asymp-
totic outage probability for the PN is given in (40) at the top of
next page which can be obtained by using high SNR approx-
imation in (24). One can obtain the diversity order of the PN
from (40) is min

[
αacµac+αabµab

2 , 2αacµac+2αcbµcb+αabµab
2 ,

3αacµac+2αcbµcb
2

]
.

D. Asymptotic Outage Probability of the Secondary Network

The asymptotic outage probability of the SN is obtained
by employing high SNR approximation in (35). The closed-
form expression of the asymptotic outage probability for
the SN is given in (41) at the top of the next page.
By using (41), the diversity order of SN is obtained as
min
[
2αacµac+αcdµcd

2 , 3αacµac+2αcdµcd
2

]
.

E. Throughput

Throughput characterizes the spectrum utilization of the
considered network. The throughput of the considered network
can be determined as the summation of the average data rates
achieved successfully over the fading channels. By utilizing
the derived outage probability expression, the throughput of
the considered network can be expressed as

τ = (1− δ)
[
(1− PPN

out)rth + (1− PSN
out)rth

]
, (42)

where PPN
out and PSN

out are given in (24) and (35), respectively.

F. Energy Efficiency

For 5G and beyond network design, EE is an important
performance metric that supports high-speed data rates while
minimizing power consumption for a longer battery life. For
the considered network, the energy efficiency can be defined as
the total transferred data to the total consumed power [48]–
[50]. The total transferred data is referred to as throughput
while the total consumed power can be evaluated as the power
consumed at SUc during EH Phase and IT Phase. The energy
efficiency of the considered network can be expressed as

ηEE =
τ

Pa
. (43)
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ΨDF
cb = 1−

µ−1∑
p1=0

αµµ+p1

p1!2Γ(µ)(Ωac)
αµ
2

(
C4Λth

ζabΩcb(1− C3Λth)

)αp1
2 4

α

(
C4ΩacΛth

ζabΩcb(1− C3Λth)

)α(µ−p1)
4

×Kµ−p1

2µ

√(
C4Λth

ζabΩacΩcb(1− C3Λth)

)α
2

 . (31)

ΨAF
cb = 1−

µ−1∑
p2=0

∞∑
p3=0

α(p2+p3)
2∑

p4=0

(α(p2+p3)
2

p4

)
(−1)p3µµ+p2+p3

p2!p3!Γ(µ)(Ωcb)
αµ
2

(C6)
α(p2+p3)

2 −p4(C7)
p4

(
µ

(Ωcb)
α
2

)−αµ+2p4
α

×
(

Λth

ζabΩac(1− C5Λth)

)α(p2+p3)
2

Γ

(
αµ− 2p4

α

)
. (34)

ΨDF
cd = 1−

µ−1∑
p5=0

αµµ+p5

p5!2Γ(µ)(Ωac)
αµ
2

(
C9Λth

ζadΩcd(1− C8Λth)

)αp5
2 4

α

(
C9ΩacΛth

ζadΩcd(1− C8Λth)

)α(µ−p5)
4

×Kµ−p5

2µ

√(
C9Λth

ζadΩacΩcd(1− C8Λth)

)α
2

 . (37)

ΨAF
cd = 1−

µ−1∑
p6=0

∞∑
p7=0

α(p6+p7)
2∑

p8=0

(α(p6+p7)
2

p8

)
(−1)p7µµ+p6+p7

p6!p7!Γ(µ)(Ωcd)
αµ
2

(C11)
α(p6+p7)

2 −p8(C12)
p8

(
µ

(Ωcd)
α
2

)−αµ+2p8
α

×
(

Λth

ζadΩac(1− C10γth)

)α(p6+p7)
2

Γ

(
αµ− 2p8

α

)
. (39)

PPN
asy,out ≈

[
µµac−1
ac

Γ(µac)

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αacµac
2

][
µµab−1
ab

Γ(µab)

(
Λth

ζabΩab(1− ϕ2Λth)

)αabµab
2

]
+

[
1− µµac−1

ac

Γ(µac)

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αacµac
2

]

×

[
1− µµac

ac

µac!

(
C2Λth

ζacΩac(1− C1Λth)

)αacµac
2

][
µµac+µcb−1
cb

Γ(µac)Γ(µcb)(Ωac)
αacµac

2

(
C4Λth

ζabΩcb(1− C3Λth)

)αcbµcb
2

×
(

µac

(Ωac)
αac
2

)αcbµcb−αacµac
αac

Γ

(
αacµac − αcbµcb

αac

)][
µµab−1
ab

Γ(µab)

(
Λth

ζabΩab(1− ϕ2Λth)

)αabµab
2

]

+

[
1− µµac−1

ac

Γ(µac)

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αacµac
2

][
µµac
ac

µac!

(
C2Λth

ζacΩac(1− C1Λth)

)αacµac
2

][
αacµac/2∑

q1=0

(αacµac

2

q1

)
µµac−1
ac µµcb

cb

Γ(µac)Γ(µcb)

× (C6)
αacµac−2q1

2 (C7)
q1

(Ωcb)
αcbµcb

2

(
µcb

(Ωcb)
αcb
2

)−αcbµcb+2q1
2 (

Λth

ζabΩac(1− C5Λth)

)αacµac
2

Γ

(
αcbµcb − 2q1

αcb

)]

×

[
µµab−1
ab

Γ(µab)

(
Λth

ζabΩab(1− ϕ2Λth)

)αabµab
2

]
. (40)
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PSN
asy,out ≈

[
1− µµac−1

ac

Γ(µac)

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αacµac
2

][
1− µµac

ac

µac!

(
C2Λth

ζacΩac(1− C1Λth)

)αacµac
2

][
µµac
ac µµcd−1

cd

Γ(µac)Γ(µcd)(Ωac)
αacµac

2

×
(

C9Λth

ζadΩcd(1− C8Λth)

)αcdµcd
2

(
µac

(Ωac)
αac
2

)−αacµac+αcdµcd
αac

Γ

(
αacµac − αcdµcd

αac

)]

+

[
1− µµac−1

ac

Γ(µac)

(
∆th

βPaΩac

)αacµac
2

][
µµac
ac

µac!

(
C2Λth

ζacΩac(1− C1Λth)

)αacµac
2

][
αacµac/2∑

q2=0

(αacµac

2

q2

)
µµac−1
ac µµcd

cd

Γ(µac)Γ(µcd)

× (C11)
αacµac−2q2

2 (C12)
q2

(Ωcd)
αcdµcd

2

(
µcd

(Ωcd)
αcd
2

)−αµ+2q2
α (

Λth

ζadΩac(1− C10Λth)

)αacµac
2

Γ

(
αcdµcd − 2q2

αcd

)]
. (41)

IV. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The numerical results of the derived closed-form expres-
sions are verified through the Monte Carlo simulation. To
obtain the numerical and simulation results, a 2-D network
topology is considered, where PUa, PUb, SUc, and SUd are
situated at (0, 0), (1, 0), (d, 0), and (d, d), respectively [16],
[51]. Further, a path-loss model is considered with Ωij = d−b

ij ,
where b = 3 and dji are the path-loss exponent and distance
between the nodes, respectively, with i, j ∈ {a, b, c, d}, i ̸= j.
For analytical simplicity, we set σ2

b = σ2
c = σ2

d = σ2 and
define Pa/σ

2 as the transmit SNR. Further, we set αab =
αac = αcb = αcd = α and µab = µac = µcb = µcd = µ
for simplicity. Furthermore, we fix the system parameters
∆th = −40 dB, ρ = −20 dB, η = 0.5, ϕ = 0.1, and θ = 0.7,
unless otherwise specified [15], [42].

In Fig. 2, the performance of the proposed hybrid relaying
protocol and hybrid receiver models are compared with the
existing models. The models investigated in [10], [16], and
[21] are considered as the benchmarks for comparison. Since
[10] and [16] have considered ideal hardware impairments, we
set ϕ = 0. Further, the system models present in [10], [16],
and [21] have considered Nakagami-m fading channels, so we
set α = 2 and µ = m. As obvious from the proper curves, the
proposed model performs significantly better than the existing
benchmark models, hereby, depicts its importance. This is due
to the spatial diversity, adaptive utilization of either DF or AF
relaying protocols, and adoption of FD mode of operation over
HD. We observe that the proposed hybrid relaying protocol
achieves ≈ 20.46 dB and ≈ 18.81 dB gains as compared
with AF and DF relaying protocols, respectively, to achieve
an OP of 10−2 for PN. Further, we observe that the proposed
hybrid receiver outperforms both the time switching and power
splitting receivers. To attain an outage probability of 10−2, the
hybrid receiver (HR) achieves ≈ 1.19 dB and ≈ 0.81 dB gains
as compared with time switching (TS) and power splitting
(PS) based receivers, respectively, for the PN, whereas, for
the SN, hybrid receiver achieves ≈ 2.61 dB and ≈ 2.55 dB
gains as compared with time switching and power splitting
based receivers, respectively. Furthermore, we observe that
the numerical and simulation results overlap perfectly, which
authenticates the correctness of the derived expressions in (24)
and (35).
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The impact of the fading parameters α and µ are depicted
in Fig. 3. Herein, we fix the parameters δ = 0.2, ϵ = 0.2, η =
0.5, θ = 0.7, and ϕ = 0.1 to obtain the results. We observe that
the outage performance improves with the clustering parameter
µ for both the PN and SN. This happens because the depth of
the fading decreases with µ, which results in better channel
characteristics for the signal transmission. To attain an outage
probability of 10−2, when µ increases from 1 to 2, ≈ 5.14
dB and ≈ 11.95 dB gains are achieved in case of PN and
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SN, respectively, for α = 2 and rth = 1 bps/Hz. Further,
we observe that outage performance of both the PN and SN
improves with the decrease in threshold data rate rth. To
attain an outage probability of 10−2, the considered network
achieves ≈ 5.48 dB and ≈ 4.03 dB gains for both the PN
and SN, respectively, when rth decreases from 1 bps/Hz to
1/2 bps/Hz.

The asymptotic outage probability of the considered net-
works is compared with the outage probability in Fig. 4. It
can be observed that the asymptotic outage probability curves
match with outage probability in the high SNR regime, which
validates the correctness of the derived closed-form expres-
sions (40) and (41). We observe that the outage performance
of the PN improves with θ whereas it shows the opposite
nature for the SN. As it can be observed from (16), (17), (20),
and (21), the power allocated for the primary symbol increases
with θ whereas the power allocated for the secondary symbol
decreases with θ. As a consequence, the primary symbol is
transmitted with a higher power as the value of θ increases
whereas the secondary symbol is transmitted with a lower
power as the value of θ increases. Further, we observe that
the impact of hardware impairments severely deteriorate the
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Fig. 6: Impact of the time switching factor δ on the outage
performance of SN.

outage performance of both the PN and SN. Furthermore,
the SN achieves ≈ 2.80 dB and ≈ 3.50 dB gains when
the hardware impairments are reduced from 0.2 to 0.1 and
0, respectively, to attain an outage probability of 10−2.

Fig. 5 depicts the impact of the TS factor δ on the outage
performance of PN under different η and ∆th. We observe
that the outage performance of the PN initially improves with
the increase in δ and attain an optimal value of δ for which
the PN exhibits optimum outage probability. For η = 0.1 and
∆th = −30 dB, the PN shows optimum outage performance
at δ ≈ 0.3. Further increase in δ deteriorates the outage
performance of the PN. This occurs due to the fact that
the amount of harvested energy increases with δ because
it can harvest energy for a longer time. Consequently, the
node SUc can transmit with a higher power. However, further
increase in δ reduces the IT time, which deteriorates the outage
performance. This helps us in designing the SWIPT receiver
for desirable performance. Further, we observe that the outage
performance improves with the increase in η. Such behavior is
observed due to the fact that the amount of harvested energy
increases with η. Furthermore, we observe that the outage
performance improves with decrease in the EH activation
threshold ∆th. Since ∆th depicts the minimum required power
so that the node SUc can provide cooperative relaying. This
result can help to design an energy-efficient system for the
next generation wireless networks.

The impact of the time switching factor δ on the outage
performance of SN is shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed
that the outage performance of the SN improves initially with
δ however, decreases with further increase in δ. In between
that, an optimal value of δ ≈ 0.7 is attained for which the SN
achieves optimum outage performance. This is because as the
value of δ increases, node SUc can harness the energy for more
time. Consequently, the amount of harvested energy increases
with δ. But as the value of δ increases further, it affects the
IT time, i.e., less time is allocated for information processing
which deteriorates the outage performance. Further, the outage
performance of the SN improves with η. Furthermore, we
observe that the outage performance of the SN is independent
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of ∆th which is clear from eq. (35).
Fig. 7 shows throughput versus SNR curves that provides

insights about the spectral efficiency of the considered net-
work. From Fig. 7, it can be observed that the throughput of
the considered network increases with SNR in the low and
medium SNR regimes, whereas saturates in the high SNR
regime. The saturated value of the throughput depicts the
maximum achievable throughput of the considered network
for the particular rth. We also observe that the throughput
corresponding to the higher value of rth achieves saturation
relatively at high SNR values. This is because the outage
performance corresponding to higher rth depicts poor perfor-
mance as compared with lower rth. Further, we observe that the
throughput increases with the clustering parameter µ because
the outage performance improves with µ. The considered
network achieves maximum achievable throughput at ≈ 26
dB and ≈ 18 dB SNRs for µ = 1 and µ = 2, respectively,
for θ = 0.7 and rth = 1 bps/Hz. Furthermore, we observe that
the throughput of the considered network improves with θ and
achieves maximum values as θ = 0.7 and θ = 0.9 at ≈ 10
dB and ≈ 16 dB SNRs, respectively, for µ = 2 and rth = 1/2
bps/Hz.

Fig. 8 shows the throughput versus power splitting factor
ϵ curves for different δ and ϕ. It can be observed that the
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Fig. 9: System throughput versus time switching factor.

throughput of the considered network initially increases with
ϵ and achieves maximum throughput for an optimal value of
ϵ ≈ 0.65. However, as ϵ increases further, the throughput
of the considered network starts decreasing. Such throughput
behavior occurs because the amount of harvested energy
increases with ϵ since more power is dedicated to the EH.
On the other hand, further increase in ϵ shows that lower
power is dedicated to information processing. Therefore, an
initial increase in ϵ increases the harvested energy which
results in increasing throughput. However, further increase
in ϵ decreases the power for information processing which
results in decreasing throughput. Further, we observe that the
throughput increases with a decrease in the level of hardware
impairments. This is due to the fact that as the level of
the hardware impairments decreases, the distortion noise also
decreases that improves the system performance. We observe
that for a fixed power splitting factor ϵ = 0.6, we achieve
≈ 0.0033 and ≈ 0.0038 bps/Hz higher data rate when θ
decreases from 0.2 to 0.1 and 0, respectively. Furthermore,
the throughput of the considered network decreases with δ.
At a fixed value of ϵ = 0.6, we achieve ≈ 0.0935 bps/Hz
lower data rate when δ increases form 0.1 to 0.2.

Fig. 9 shows the throughput versus time switching factor
δ curves for different η. We observe that the throughput
improves initially with δ however, decreases with a further
increase in δ. In between that, an optimal value of δ ≈ 0.2
for η = 0.4 is attained for which maximum throughput is
achieved. This is because as the value of δ increases, node
SUc can harness the energy for more time. Consequently, the
amount of harvested energy increases with δ. But as the value
of δ increases further, it affects the information transmission
time, i.e., less time is allocated for information processing
which deteriorates the throughput performance. Further, we
observe that the throughput improves with η. Such behavior
is observed due to the fact that the amount of harvested energy
increases with η.

In Fig. 10, the energy efficiency versus SNR curves are
shown which gives an idea about the optimal utilization of the
available energy resources. It can be observed that the energy
efficiency increases with SNR and attains maximum value at
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a certain SNR for a particular rth. We can observe that the
certain SNR value for which maximum energy efficiency is
obtained changes with rth. Further, we observe that the energy
efficiency of the considered network decreases in the high
SNR regime because the consumed energy is higher than the
achievable throughput. The impact of hardware impairments
deteriorates the energy efficiency performance because hard-
ware impairments introduces distortion noises into the system.
Furthermore, the energy efficiency improves with the increase
in fading clustering parameter µ.

A comparison of energy efficiency versus power splitting
factor ϵ is shown in Fig. 11 for different value of η. Herein,
we set α = 2, µ = 1, δ = 0.2, ϕ = 0.1, θ = 0.9, rth = 1/2
bps/Hz, and SNR= −5 dB. It can be observed that the energy
efficiency initially increases with ϵ, but as ϵ increases further,
it deteriorates. Meanwhile, an optimal value of ϵ ≈ 0.3 exists
for which the considered network exhibits maximum energy
efficiency. It occurs because when ϵ increases, more power is
allocated for the EH, hence the node SUc can transmit higher
power which results in increasing energy efficiency. Whereas
further increase in ϵ depicts that lower power is allocated for
the information processing that shows degraded performance.
Further, we observe that energy efficiency increases with η.

Fig. 12 shows energy efficiency versus time switching factor
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Fig. 12: Energy efficiency versus time switching factor.

curves for different η. We observe that the energy efficiency
initially improves with the increase in δ and attains an optimal
value of δ for which the considered network exhibits maximum
energy efficiency. For η = 0.4 maximum energy efficiency
is achieved at δ ≈ 0.2. Further increase in δ deteriorates the
energy efficiency performance. This occurs due to the fact that
the amount of harvested energy increases with δ because it
can harvest energy for a longer time. Consequently, the node
SUc can transmit with a higher power. However, a further
increase in δ reduces the information transmission time, which
deteriorates the energy efficiency performance. This helps us in
designing the SWIPT receiver for desirable energy efficiency
performance. Further, we observe that the energy efficiency
performance improves with the increase in η.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance of a cooperative overlay
CR network with hardware impairments over generalized
α − µ fading channels. To take advantage of both the time
switching and power splitting based SWIPT receivers, an
hybrid receiver model has been adopted for simultaneous
EH and IT. Further, an hybrid relaying protocol has been
proposed to take the benefits of both the DF and AF relaying
protocols. To improve the spectral and energy efficiency of the
considered network, an FD mode of operation with imperfect
SIC has been considered. The closed-form expressions of
outage probability and asymptotic outage probability have
been derived for both the primary and secondary networks over
α−µ fading channels. The diversity orders of both the primary
and secondary networks have been obtained. The throughput
and energy efficiency of the considered network have been
derived. An optimal value of the time switching factor has
been obtained that shows optimum outage performance for
the PN and SN. Further, optimal values of the time switching
and power splitting factors have been obtained for which
the considered network achieves maximum throughput and
energy efficiency, respectively. Finally, the impact of hardware
impairments, time switching factor, power splitting factor,
fading parameter α − µ, and other system parameters have
been shown.
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APPENDIX A
By using (18), the CDF FΛDF

cb
can be expressed as

FΛDF
cb

= Pr
[

ζab|hac|2|hcb|2

ζabC3|hac|2|hcb|2 + C4
< Λth

]
= Pr

[
|hcb|2 <

C4Λth

ζab|hac|2(1− C3Λth)

]
. (44)

Further, CDF FΛDF
cb

can be given as

FΛDF
cb

=

{
ψDF
cb , for Λth <

1
C3

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C3
.

(45)

The term ψDF
cb can be evaluated as

ψDF
cb =

∫ ∞

0

F|hcb|2

(
C4Λth

ζab(1− C3Λth)x

)
f|hac|2(x)dx. (46)

By substituting the corresponding PDF and CDF in (46) and
considering αac = αcb = α and µac = µcb = µ, we get

ψDF
cb = 1−

µ−1∑
p1=0

αµµ+p1

p1!2Γ(µ)(Ωac)
αµ
2

(
C4Λth

ζabΩcb(1− C3Λth)

)αp1
2

×
∫ ∞

0

x
α(µ−p1)

2 −1e
− µ(x)

α
2

(Ωac)
α
2 e

−µ
(

C4Λth
ζabΩcb(1−C3Λth)x

)α
2

dx.

(47)

Solving the integration with the help of [39, eq. (3.478.4)], we
obtain (31).

APPENDIX B
By utilizing (22), the CDF FΛAF

cb
can be expressed as

FΛAF
cb

= Pr
[

ζab|hac|2|hcb|2

ζabC5|hac|2|hcb|2 + C6|hcb|2 + C7
< Λth

]
= Pr

[
|hac|2 <

Λth
(
C6 +

C7
|hcb|2

)
ζab(1− C5Λth)

]
. (48)

Further, CDF FΛAF
cb

can be given as

FΛAF
cb

=

{
ψAF
cb , for Λth <

1
C5

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C5
.

(49)

The term ψAF
cb can be evaluated as

ψAF
cb =

∫ ∞

0

F|hac|2

(
Λth
(
C6 +

C7
y

)
ζab(1− C5Λth)

)
f|hcb|2(y)dy. (50)

On invoking the corresponding PDF and CDF in (50), con-
sidering αac = αcb = α and µac = µcb = µ, and employing
the series representation of exponential function and binomial
expansion [39, eqs. (1.211), (1.111)], we get

ΨAF
cb = 1−

µ−1∑
p2=0

∞∑
p3=0

α(p2+p3)
2∑

p4=0

(α(p2+p3)
2

p4

)
(−1)p3αµµ+p2+p3

p2!p3!2Γ(µ)(Ωcb)
αµ
2

× (C6)
α(p2+p3)

2 −p4(C7)
p4

(
Λth

ζabΩac(1− C5Λth)

)α(p2+p3)
2

×
∫ ∞

0

y
αµ
2 −p4−1e

−µ(y)α/2

Ω
α/2
cb dy. (51)

Finally, we solve the integral by using [39, eq. (3.478.1)] and
obtain (34).

APPENDIX C
Referring (19), the CDF FΛDF

cd
can be expressed as

FΛDF
cd

= Pr
[

ζad|hac|2|hcd|2

ζadC8|hac|2|hcd|2 + C9
< Λth

]
= Pr

[
|hcd|2 <

C9Λth

ζad|hac|2(1− C8Λth)

]
. (52)

Further, CDF FΛDF
cd

can be given as

FΛDF
cd

=

{
ψDF
cd , for Λth <

1
C8

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C8
.

(53)

The term ψDF
cd can be evaluated as

ψDF
cd =

∫ ∞

0

F|hcd|2

(
C9Λth

ζad(1− C8Λth)z

)
f|hac|2(z)dz. (54)

By putting the corresponding PDF and CDF in (54) and
assuming αac = αcd = α and µac = µcd = µ, we get

ψDF
cd = 1−

µ−1∑
p5=0

αµµ+p5

p5!2Γ(µ)(Ωac)
αµ
2

(
C9Λth

ζadΩcd(1− C8Λth)

)αp5
2

×
∫ ∞

0

z
α(µ−p5)

2 −1e
− µ(z)

α
2

(Ωac)
α
2 e

−µ
(

C9Λth
ζadΩcd(1−C8Λth)z

)α
2

dz.

(55)
Now solve the integral by using [39, eq. (3.478.4)], we

obtain (37).

APPENDIX D
By using (23), the CDF FΛAF

cd
can be expressed as

FΛAF
cd

= Pr
[

ζad|hac|2|hcd|2

ζadC10|hac|2|hcd|2 + C11|hcd|2 + C12
< Λth

]
= Pr

[
|hac|2 <

Λth
(
C11 +

C12
|hcd|2

)
ζad(1− C10Λth)

]
. (56)

Further, FΛAF
cd

can be given as

FΛAF
cd

=

{
ψAF
cd , for Λth <

1
C10

1 , for Λth ⩾ 1
C10

.
(57)

The term ψAF
cd can be evaluated as

ψAF
cd =

∫ ∞

0

F|hac|2

(
Λth
(
C11 +

C12
w

)
ζad(1− C10Λth)

)
f|hcd|2(w)dw. (58)

By substituting the corresponding PDF and CDF in (58),
assuming αac = αcd = α and µac = µcd = µ, and using
the series representation of exponential function and binomial
expansion [39, eqs. (1.211), (1.111)], we get

ψAF
cd = 1−

µ−1∑
p6=0

∞∑
p7=0

α(p6+p7)
2∑

p8=0

(α(p6+p7)
2

p8

)
(−1)p7αµµ+p6+p7

p6!p7!2Γ(µ)(Ωcd)
αµ
2

× (C11)
α(p6+p7)

2 −p8(C12)
p8

(
Λth

ζadΩac(1− C10γth)

)α(p6+p7)
2

×
∫ ∞

0

w
αµ
2 −p8−1e

−µ(w)α/2

Ω
α/2
cd dw. (59)

Finally, we can solve the integral by using [39, eq. (3.478.1)]
and obtain (39).
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